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QUANTUM GROUP 

 
 
 

Your partener from design to achievement 
 

 

 

QUANTUM GROUP proved to be your trusted partner even from planning up finalizing any invest-

ment in steel structures field and related. 

 

Even if we talk about structural design, executing/producing steel structures, architectural systems 

as distinct elements and aggregating them as complete packages as steel buildings, building multi-

storey or general contractor services on various objectives and all domains/specializations, QUAN-

TUM GROUP offer the best solutions. 

 

QUANTUM GROUP is a representative company in the steel construction, certified and officially 

recognized by diplomas still made, offering complete solutions for industrial buildings, warehouses 

refrigeration, construction and agricultural buildings, steel structures for any industry and any con-

struction related to them and also installations performed by the contractor. 
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Company, Industrial design 

Company 
 

Since the beginning the goal was the establishment of an organization that provides complete so-

lutions and all the necessary expertise for steel structures on the regional and national market.          

The success of this project was possible only with a modern and correct approach. 

Price competitiveness, as a result of continuous optimization of business, seriousness towards ben-

eficiaries, quality proven products and solutions offered have imposed the Quantum Group con-

cept on the national market, but also on the international market, in countries such as France, UK, 

Italy, Switzerland or The Scandinavian countries, where steel structures have been delivered. 

The company has  125 employees and three main business divisions: 

 Industrial design; 

 Manufacturing of steel structures; 

 Construction and assembly. 

Industrial design 
 

The design software used (GRAITEC, Tekla) is BIM integrated with the architecture software 

(Autotesk, Nemetschek) to ensure the safest and most optimal solutions. The use of specialized 

tools generates optimized metal consumption, that provides the lowest cost, while improving the 

quality of the construction. 
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Manufacturing 

Manufacturing of steel structures 
 
It is one of the main areas of activity of Quantum Group, area where we have modern manufactur-

ing equipment and a production capacity of 5.000 tones/year.  
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Manufacturing 
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Manufacturing 
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Manufacturing 
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Construction and assembly 

Construction and assembly 
 

The experience of the 7 teams that serve the Construction and assembly division, along with per-

formant technologies and equipment, confer the guarantee of quality of our products and services. 
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Construction and assembly 
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Construction and assembly 
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Construction and assembly 
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The material base 

The material base of production 
 

With a production base that is carried out on 80,000 sqm, of which 15,000 square meters allocated 

only to steel structures production (8.000 sqm halls and 7.000 sqm concrete platforms), we can say 

that we are a reference manufacturer locally and an important one nationally. 

The resulting metal products are of any type, size, area of applicability, both europrofiles and  

welded plates of any thickness, including operations of cutting, reaming, threading, drilling, rolling, 

guillotine, bending, pressing, blasting, painting, and so on. 

Profile processing: 

 CNC Ficep Saw - profile cutting at different angles up to 1000 mm, in batch including; 

 CNC Ficep Saw - profile cutting at different angles up to 600 mm, in batch including; 

 NC Meba Saw - profile cutting at different angles up to 700 mm; 

 CNC Ficep drilling unit - 3-axis drilling in profiles of up to 1200mm, marking/scribing, threading; 

 CNC cutting Ficep Robot - oxy-fuel and Hyperther 260 XD plasma cutting, all profiles up to 

1200 mm, including square and round pipes; 

 Peddinghaus multifunctional scissors (cutting, drilling, stamping, etc) angles, UPN, europrofiles. 
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Thick plates processing 

Thick plates processing: 

 Gemini (Ficep) 2500x12000 plate processing unit - plasma table /oxy/drill - plates cutting with 3  

oxy heads and 1 Hypertherm 260 XD plasma head. Drill up to 32 mm or 240 by milling, milling 

head, threading, marking/scribing, reaming - processing plates of  thickness up to 100 mm, in-

cluding Hardox; 

 Peddinghaus multifunctional scissors (cutting, drilling, stamping, etc) thick plates; 

 Chamfering by milling unit; 

 Koike cutting unit (2 units). 
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Assembling, welding,  lifting equipment 

Lifting equipment: 

 8 t overhead crane (2013); 

 2 x 3.2 t overhead cranes (2014); 

 2 x 10 t overhead cranes; 

 3 sforklifts - Bauman, Kalmar, TCM; 

 18 t crane;  

 Rotative Manitou 5 t / 21 m; 

 3 nacelles; 

 2  Rotating sets. 

 

Assembling, welding: 

 Fronius automatic welding installation, passing 

width up to 1900 mm; 

 10 synergistic Fronius500A sources, Esab, Jakle; 

 12  Kempi inverters. 
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Corrosion protection 

Corrosion protection: 

 Tunnel for blasting / painting / drying - double way,  120 m length 

       - 2 blasting cabins 14000x4000x5000 - working simultaneously (parts up to 28000 mm);  

       - 2 painting/drying cabins 14000x4000x5000 - working simultaneously (parts upto la 28000 

mm); 

 4  airless pumps. 
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Drying, packaging, labeling, delivery 

Separate hall for final drying process, packing, labeling and delivery. 
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Software 

Software 

 Steel Project PLM - integrated with the system of CNC machines;  

 Design software (Graitec, Tekla, Nemetschek) integrated with the factory management system 

(own design department with cu 4 design engineers); 

 ERP Charisma, Primavera,  Software BI (Tableau Software). 

Possibility of total automation of the technical project: 

 import XML, DSTV, DXF, DWG, etc in Steel Project PLM (Soft workshop and  CNC com-

mands for machines, automatic nesting, automatic marking, command, traceability)  

 Planing (Project Management Primavera)  
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Certifications 
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EN ISO 3834-2 

EN 1090-1:2009+A1:2011 

EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011 

Certifications 


